
Savvy™ Home SmartMirror™

For today’s smart homes and smart homeowners.

The first. And unquestionably the best.
No other smart mirror comes close to Savvy™. From the 

elegant and ergonomically-designed launcher, to the enhanced 

functionality that comes from the integrated motion sensor, 

far-field microphone, and multi-touch display, Savvy takes smart 

mirrors to whole new level.

Say goodbye to tiny screens, single-purpose gadgets, and 

disconnected devices. Savvy brings your entire digital world 

together in one large, elegant, intuitive and easy-to-use 22” 

display, offering unmatched efficiency and convenience. And 

because Savvy is compatible with any Android-based app or 

device, there’s virtually no limit to what you can do. 
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Let’s get technical. Sure, it looks great. But it performs great too – thanks to its innovative design, sophisticated engineering, 
and superior quality components.

Office            
A non-lit mirror is perfect for your home office, keeping 
your schedule and email handy, and keeping you organized 
and efficient throughout the workday.

Bathroom       
A lighted mirror does double duty in the morning, allowing 
you to keep tabs on the news, weather and traffic while 
getting ready for the day.

Living Area      
Follow along with a workout video, and when it’s off, the 
vanishing display lets your mirror become a contemporary 
focal point for the room.

Entry       
A framed entry mirror makes a bold statement, not to 
mention quick work of home automation control as you 
leave or return home. 

Voice Assistant Video Calling Android 7.1 OS Bluetooth 4.0 HD Touchscreen Smart Home 
Hub

Hi Fi Speaker 4GB RAM Octa-core 
Processor

Ethernet HDMI-In WiFi

Make any room smarter. Design the perfect Savvy for any room in your home – office, bathroom, living area, even the 
entryway. Choose a back-lit or non-lit mirror. Choose the size that best fits your space. Choose a horizontal or vertical orientation. Even 
choose your lighting pattern. Only Savvy offers you this smart of an approach to smart mirrors.


